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 Anny Baguhn 
 
 Messages from our 
 
 Older Brothers 
 
 
 
 

 
Anny Baguhn, born in 1901, was the daughter of the machinery manufacturer Carl Baguhn from Hamburg. She showed 

a great musical and artistic talent from an early age. In 1920 she married the architect Frido Wald who died later as a 

prisoner of war. Mrs. Baguhn was a co-founder of the “Deutsch-Indischen-Gesellshaft” (German-Indian Society) and 

later its long serving leader. With Mrs. H. Zehmke she founded the “Parapsychologische Gesellschaft Hamburg” 

(Parapsychological Society, Hamburg) in the sixties. From 1985 onwards, she belonged to the “UFO-Forschungsgruppe 

Hamburg” (UFO Research Group, Hamburg) founded by Dr. Teichmann. – In 1961 she started a remarkable 

experiment: A New Zealand contactee gave her and the sensitive Herta Schachner an appointed time when they were 

asked to prepare themselves to receive a telepathic message. It was the first of around 100 messages that Mrs. Baguhn 

published in her legendary “Blauen Heften” (Blue Notebooks). During a SWF program (SWF = Südwestrundfunk) on 

the 22nd of April 1978 she explained to the SWF journalist Klaus Langer: “I am convinced that we are just at the 

beginning”. – Her UFO archive was probably the largest on the European Continent, but it was unfortunately 

irretrievably lost. When Mrs. Baguhn had to go to hospital at age 87, her nephew used the opportunity: He disbanded 

her flat, sold her antiques and destroyed her archive – she ended up in a nursing home. Mrs. Baguhn passed away on 

the 19th of May 1992 aged 91. 

 

 

The Blue Notebooks Volume 7, Hamburg 
 
Transmissions from the 17th of March 1965 – 19th of August 1965 
 

 

Introduction 
 

The ever increasing number of readers of the “Blue Notebooks” here and abroad makes me feel very 

grateful for being allowed to serve my fellow men in my way.  

 

With love 

Hertha Schachner, Hamburg 61 

 

http://www.psychowissenschaften.de/
mailto:RoLi@psygrenz.de


17th of March 1965 
 

I am alive, I live with all life and there is nothing that could possibly hinder true life in its sun-like 

unfoldment towards HIM who represents all life.  

 

No tree exists that shows itself immediately as a visible tree, even though it is already perfect within 

its seed. No butterfly exists that shows itself immediately perfected, even though the IDEA 

“butterfly” has already existed for an eternity and is present within the egg of every butterfly. The 

same applies to everything visible. Everything is there and achieves visibility through its seed as a 

compressed IDEA, everything unfolds, bears fruit and seeds in order to decay again.  

 

22nd of March 1965 (Sunday) 

 

If the welfare of your environment and your contemporary world is upmost in your thoughts, you 

will always feel well. Human beings that are always concerned and care in an unobtrusive way about 

their fellow men and their environment, be that flowers, trees, animals and everything that grows 

around them, will always be a blessing and a joy to all and everything. They will then receive 

everything they require to truly live, because they live and let live and protect life. To smile on the 

outside is not enough, no, the smiles should be inside of you, love, understanding and blessings 

should be inside of you, unobtrusively delicate and lovingly, but full of energy and joy. Dismiss 

your own personality and there is nothing and no-one that could possibly harm you. But be mindful 

that your personality does not turn into an annoyance to your contemporary world, but a beautiful 

sight, eye candy; your body can be beautiful and attractive even when it is older. – Think about this!  

 

Exactly the way no human being is like any other human being but all of them are human beings 

just the same, you’ll find that all revealed planets, suns and cosmoses are the same. Depending on 

how the particles of a human being or a planet are grouped together, the revealed unfolds as all types 

of species. No sun is like any other sun, but all suns are suns after all and they send out rays to 

maintain the planets that orbit around them as their children. Every suns emits a somewhat different 

radiation and this is why no sun is exactly like any other sun, but all of them can be recognised as 

suns that visibly promote life in one form or another.  

 

28th of March 1965 – 8:30 am 
 

Things are being discovered on planet Earth whose essence and usability other human races on other 

planets already recognised and exploit or apply. But all humanities must grow and live through 

many kinds of levels of insights on all of these planets. This is the reason why the OLDER 

BROTHERS may only convey the things that conform to the LEVEL of DEVELOPMENT a human 

race has achieved. This can then propel the development UPWARDS, but only to the degree 

whereby an opportunity exists for as many people as possible to benefit from it, ergo guarantees 

genuine progress.  

 

JESUS said: “What would it do to man if he won the whole world and took damage to his soul?” 

We endeavour to see that your soul does not suffer any damage – other ENTITIES are however 

interested in seeing that this happens. This is why they take possession of the minds of people that 

were sent down to Earth to incite unrest and to interfere with the overall development of mankind¸ 

ergo arrest its SPIRITUAL progress. These POWERS of DARKNESS teach people the enjoyment 

of destroying things, the enjoyment of quarrel, conflict and dissention. They do this so intelligently 

that it is difficult to see through their machinations.  

 



The development of technology must be in harmony with the ability of recognition and mental 

maturity so that the highest technological unfoldment is still controlled and governed by human 

beings with wisdom, love and understood with the in-depth knowledge that these things are their 

servants. The moment people lose control over technology they will be flung far back in their overall 

development. All technological achievements should only be there to provide people with ever 

deeper insights into creation’s secrets and to wring ever greater astonishment and ever more 

powerful awe in regards to the CREATIVE POWER from them. They should have a life-supporting 

effect!  

 

The meaning of all revelations is that one serves the other and that one loves and tries to understand 

the other, that all may recognise the UNIVERSAL ONE who created and sustains everything, who 

is everything.  

 

There is an enormous POWER within you and you must know that once you awaken it, you will be 

carried away by this POWER from your present habits and thoughts processes, from everything that 

is presently dear and of value to you and particularly from all the things you strived and yearned for 

in the past. You will then have turned into a completely different being and your fellow men you 

once called “your own”, will no longer understand you. You will be a stranger to them unless, like 

you, they have also awakened this enormous POWER that burned everything in you in order to 

create something NEW, RADIANT and UNKNOWN in you. Interplanetary STREAM that are 

presently hitting, and will in future hit planet Earth, make it momentarily easier for human beings 

to participate in this awakening. You will also notice that a revision of people’s diet makes itself felt 

these days that spontaneously affects all those in the process of awakening. All of this is connected 

with the new cosmic RADIATION that brings new evolution-promoting influences to bear on those 

that are capable of understanding and realising this. People on Earth will become lighter, brighter 

and more enlightened and they will feel that they are still on Earth, but no longer from Earth. They 

completely, consciously feel that their body is an instrument of the SPIRIT and a fullness of life you 

never dreamt of will become accessible to you. Open your eyes and your ears and listen to the 

murmuring that swings in the air. Utilise the time and be alert like the ten virgins JESUS talked 

about in one of his parables. The “groom” that wants to wed you is approaching. – Think about this!    

 

7th of April 1965 – 2 pm 
 

Try to correctly interpret all the parables and speeches from the UNIVERSAL TEACHER you call 

“JESUS of NAZARETH” – the key to this is found in you. All of his words are cosmic truths, 

explanations of eternally existing LAWS, the relationship between man and the cosmos and the 

explanation of man within the cosmos. It is about time to revise all confession related explanations 

and interpretations and to learn to understand his life and his doctrines, actually all the knowledge 

about his existence, for the sake of expanded consciousness. All of what he said and lived can 

nowadays be correctly understood. Even his disciples could not grasp and not appreciate the 

greatness of his being, how wide and omniscient his mind is, how deep and how far his divine 

thoughts reach and how powerful the RADIATION of his divine love is. He is love, but a cosmic, 

knowing love, something every human being requires in order to live a conscious life. “Me and the 

FATHER are one” said JESUS. Those that can hear him in their HEART and understand and live 

his words, also reveal the FATHER. – Think about this!  

 

8th of April 1965 
 

The moment you live your life fully conscious from within yourself, you can call yourself lucky. 

Everything is in you and you are able to extricate everything from within you – everything! 



Easter 1965 
 

Don’t even try to help, to give and to love, if you expect gratitude in any shape or form. When you 

expect gratitude, you coerce your fellow man to give you something that only belongs to the ONE 

SINGULAR POWER – GOD and you thereby blasphemes HIM by trying to take something that 

belongs to HIM. It is your duty to help your fellow men, to help, to give and to bless your 

environment and your contemporary world with everything that exists and everything that consists. 

Know this and act accordingly! You will feel the blessing that comes from this and your love, your 

help and your giving will become mightier and more visible. – Understand this! 

 

This shouldn’t just apply to material things that people with a new, extended thought process no 

longer store and hoard, when they relinquish all superfluous things, but also to NON-MATERIAL 

things. When human beings have good thoughts, insights and intuitions, they should scatter them 

like good seeds over their fellow men and where the soil has been prepared, the seeds will grow and 

in turn produce a new batch of seeds. – You cannot contemplate this enough!  

 

23rd of April 1965 
 

We constantly hear the question: “Who was JESUS from NAZARETH, who was JESUS CHRIST?” 

– He wasn’t, He is! – He is always and will always be, because he is not a human being, he never 

was. He has indeed experienced life as a human being, many times on lots of planets in order to 

better help mankind. He concentrated his whole self within a human body at such times and thereby 

lived the life of a human being and not as a DEITY. He did indeed live the life of a human being, 

but one through which the DEITY shone and radiated through. He showed people how to live a life 

that reveals perfection. He possessed nothing from the Earth – but has everything just the same.  

 
25th of April 1965 – 8:30 am 
 

Intelligence is not tied to the form of the human body. Every cell is intelligent, every atom and 

actually everything that exists is. Intelligence is the ability to acknowledge and the ability to react 

to IMPULSES coming from other intelligences. Intelligence is the ability to deduce things from 

recognised facts, the ability to combines things from them and the prime mover for future actions. 

Intelligence is the ability to make conclusions from recognised facts that allow new cognitions and 

new insights to reveal themselves. Intelligence is the ability to comprehend the environment and the 

ability to effectuates something that could not be effected without intelligence. Intelligence is of a 

neutral nature, it can, only revealed by human beings, be utilised for good and evil, for life-

promoting and life-diminishing causes.  

 

The COSMIC, DIVINE INTELLIGENCE is in itself completely neutral and only works as such 

alone. Human beings can recognise the way it works to a very limited degree, but it acts within all 

cosmoses, recognisable to the level of recognition human beings have reached.  

 

INTELLIGENCE and INTUITION are certainly not the same. INTUITION is the conscious 

absorption of IDEAS from the WORLD of IDEAS that, unrevealed everywhere within the 

UNIVERSAL DIVINE INTELLIGENCE, is prepared to reveal itself. INTUITION is falling into 

DIVINE COSMIC IDEAS and facts by open, trained human thought processes.   

 

The solar plexus is the RECEIVER that catches the revelations of IDEAS to then radiate them 

towards an open mind and this is where all intuitions become conscious and can then be 

implemented as actions. IDEAS have been flowing from GOD, the UNIVERSAL POWER and 



MIGHT from the beginning of all exhaled creation. They flow eternally with HIM – from HIM – 

they are GOD.   

 

May 1965 
 

Superlatives reign on Earth in every shape and form nowadays and everything will be boosted even 

more, will become ever better, ever more interesting and ever more rapid and your physical senses 

will no longer be able to grasp all that clamour, the gleam and the racing by of man-made things. 

They will fail you and woe to those that do not know how to use their INNER SPIRITUAL 

ORGANS, they will be carried away by this ever more rapid hellish spook and they will no longer 

be able to avoid it in this life. But joy to those that can view all the things that approach mankind 

with such terrific force as if they were looking at a movie they know is only make-believe, they also 

know that they can simply switch it off when they get bored with it or when they no longer like it, 

they don’t have to see it.  

 

All human beings are capable of discernment, of seeing things from INSIDE, and they have the 

option to turn INWARDS where everything has been prepared to benefit them and to give them the 

insight of what is good and proper for them. All external walls and protective shields will become 

superfluous. Solely depending on itself, every human beings will eventually have to go INSIDE 

itself. This is why external things hustle people with such force, they are there to encourage them 

to go WITHIN themselves so that they might awaken as true human beings. Everything is possible 

once people have recognised themselves and the FORCE that rests within, but they can only 

recognise it when external things force them to look WITHIN.  

 

 
10th of June 1965 
 

Don’t allow anyone to discourage you from listening to and from spreading our words throughout 

the world. Those that need our words will gratefully accept them, it will move their hearts, they will 

gain progress and release from old, spent opinions and freedom from self-inflicted hindrances; they 

will learn to find themselves in their own HEARTS and they will be able to understand and to live 

the words of JESUS. But those that do not want to hear our words simply put them aside. They will 

not put anything in your way that could hinder your work. Our words, when they are heard and 

passed on in their pure form, carry VIBRATIONS that are devoid of hatred and can therefore not 

produce hatred.  

 

 
11th of June 1965 
 

The image produced by the thoughts that orbit around the Earth turns ever more colourful and 

confused. This must be like this during a time of transformation and it is a sign of transformation. 

Everything hemming, everything leaning towards the animalistic, must initially separate itself from 

the general human thought processes in order to provide space to brighter human thought processes. 

Everything from deep within terrestrial souls must come to the surface and run free in order to be 

expelled from general human thought processes. Every cleansing process is the removal of 

impurities. 

 

Average terrestrial human beings still have a disposition to kill, to envy, to hate and to live blindly, 

because they only see their life from the point of view of eating and drinking, of having possessions 

and other emotions and satisfying their urges. A lot of human souls however begin to see the light 



and they look for LIGHT and truth in all directions except within themselves. They sense that life 

is not what one assumed, that life is eternal and indestructible. Help them so that they can recognise 

their true, free, beautiful and vibrant life on Earth, in this body, you who are only temporary guests 

on this Earth.  

 

14th of June 1965 – 4 pm 
 

We would like to tell you that everything must have a reason. You asked whether it made sense for 

you here on Earth to try to change place with people from other planets, whether it made sense to 

look for other planets, whether it made sense to trust other human beings and accept their doctrines. 

Would we try to reach as many of you as possible through various means and all kinds of ways at 

our disposal, if we didn’t see sense in it? – There is such a lot to see, to explore and to comprehend! 

Believe us, if we didn’t love you, you terrestrial human beings, we would leave you alone. But 

because we love you we try over again to help you make your life on Earth easier and more beautiful, 

to awaken you to what you truly are. 

 

You are the ones that have to perform these miracles in order to have a paradise on the home planet 

that you inhabit. All human beings can turn into perfect entities if only they wanted to and if only 

they realise that they are perfect entities. Our words are designed to shake your HEARTS and open 

the door that you keep locked yourselves. Know that it isn’t just us, human beings like you, no, 

many, many higher and highest SPIRIT ENTITIES and FORCES form and radiate, love and try to 

teach you, try to bring the things that wait WITHIN you to become visible, audible and perceptible. 

Imagine us like the sun, the wind and the rain trying to awaken the seed that rest in the soil, to make 

it grow, with all our love and our joy to help. Perfection can be found everywhere, but it is rarely 

completely understood. May our endeavours widen, expand and make your thoughts and feelings 

greater and more perfect all the time. If only you could begin, each of their own accord, to discard 

the old, past human entity in order to then represent the new awakened entity.  

 

You possess many, many scripts, books, tablets and traditions that were given to you with love to 

help you. Who knows them? – Who reads them? – Who tries to live accordingly? Few, very few, 

because they are often just lying about and their meaning is difficult to understand. We know this 

and we also know what ails you. Continue with listening to us and to all those that love you. We are 

not gods and we don’t want to be idolised, you don’t even have to love us, but do listen to us. – We 

love you! 

 

6 pm 
 

It is a strange fact that the children on Earth want to hear everything else but that the mistakes they 

make in regards to the way they think and live will one day reproach them. They can dictate others 

what to do and what to leave alone in most wonderful ways, but they themselves amble along in 

their accustomed fashion. In conjunction with JESUS we would like to say: “Why do you behold 

the mote that is in your brother's eye, but do not consider the beam that is in thine own eye?” – 

Understand these wonderful words, understand them! “Eyes” here means your spiritual EYES, your 

horizon, ergo your consciousness. – Think about this and try to live accordingly.    

 

Notice you own faults first and once you have conquered and bettered all of them, you can caringly 

try to correct those of your fellow men. Have the COURAGE to start this and don’t say that what 

we tell you is “too simple” or that “you already know” this. But do you do it? – Don’t be surprised 

when we talk harshly to you, but a friend who makes you aware of your faults is a true friend, one 

that would like to help you. To tell you the things that you want to hear is something that we cannot 



do and it would certainly not be evidence of our love for you.  

 

6:30 pm 
 

You are proud about the fact that the number of nuclear test in the atmosphere have diminished. But 

be aware that subterranean tests are even more dangerous, actually as dangerous as drilling down 

to great depths. If you continue with this nonsense you will experience some evil surprises, because 

the body of planet Earth is alive and you considerably damage the living body that carries you and 

this to a degree where your life on Earth is endangered. You can do anything if you do it with 

wisdom, that is to say, if you can foresee the outcome down to the last consequence, but this is 

something that you cannot do, even though you would be in a position to do so if your thought were 

attuned correctly. The “needle pricks”, as you try to belittle these tests as, you inflict upon the Earth 

can unleash the enormous forces that are locked up inside the Earth. These forces cannot be arrested 

or controlled by any other force on Earth. To destroy your wonderful abode through your ignorance 

would be a shame.  

 

16th of June 1965 
 

From our point of view we can see a small bunch of people on planet Earth that have started to see 

things as they really are. They begin to realise that everyone should start to tidy up their own affairs 

and to learn to keep their emotions in check. Would the kind of ugly image the world offers most of 

the time be portrait to the outside, if everyone could control themselves with common sense? – If 

everyone would be able see their fellow man as themselves, would these useless conflicts, would 

hatred, envy, jealousy, craving for power, greed and addictions still exist?  

 

We want to do everything in our power to help you so that the Earth can become bright and joyful 

without having to experience destruction and suffering a priory. Help us, you little bunch, help us 

and consciously send love to everything alive the way we tell it to you. Do so in the morning, the 

evening and at night, try to do so whilst you work and take the thought of love with you when you 

go to sleep. Let it be your first thought in the morning. Do not stop your endeavours, because this is 

the only way you can help, heal and brighten things up.  

 

Many think that they progressed quite a bit, but for as long as you are still the slightest bit your own 

person, the spiritual MAN inside you cannot fully unfold. When you are without desires, without 

ambitions and only represent shining love, you will be one of us.  

 

17th of June 1965 
 

It has often been said that human beings do not necessarily have to have your form. The 

anthropogenic image is identified through intelligence and the ability to express it visibly. Colour, 

form, vibrations and the level of consciousness vary. But the embodied and DISEMBODIED 

intelligences, ergo human beings, would like to be differentiated. Because there are entities that no 

longer solidly embody themselves and there are entities that one no longer calls “human beings” 

because they just exist without being able to express themselves as intelligences. These entities are 

approachable and they serve those that call upon them and know how to deal with them. They neither 

know time nor space, neither today nor tomorrow and they are neither good nor evil – they are – but 

they know nothing about it. These entities do not tie themselves to anything, they are everywhere 

and they wait for commands from intelligent beings. They are capable of performing anything they 

are commanded to do. I do not mean what you call “devas”.  

 



Human beings live in two worlds and do so consciously. Birth and death are transitions that are a 

part of the human existence for along as it has to visibly embody itself in order to further its 

development. Once this has been comprehended, a lot of things become clear in regards to the 

human existence and it will take a lot of anguish and suffering away. It is however a mistake to 

believe that one will experience a “fabulous state of beatitude” after one’s “death” or “rest in eternal 

peace”. Life continues after the transition, but without a body that tries to express and experience 

everything that takes place INSIDE a human being. Every cell within the body possesses 

intelligence because it is alive – and life is GOD. This should be recognised whilst living in the 

body, because this is not possible in the DISEMBODIED WORLD.  

 

However, it wouldn’t make sense to confuse you; all we want to do is to help you, because the 

mankind that you represent is developed to a degree where it would be capable of recognising the 

coherences. People that still kill, rob, hate and tyrannise others, people that only see their body and 

its base requirements, people that believe that they have to take things from others in order survive 

themselves or those that believe that they couldn’t live unless those that do not conform to their own 

base way of thinking have been dragged down to their own level, should enhance their thought 

processes.   

 

All political parties, programs and dogmas are inhumane presumptions and they hinder the 

unfoldment of true human beings. Every planet of a higher order is governed by a group of people, 

it matters not how large it is, that do so with wisdom and out of pure love. These groups of regents 

are healthy in regards to body and soul, they possess wisdom and universal knowledge in regards to 

the existence of the human species that populate their planet and a great POWER of impersonal 

love. Every human being that lives on a planet governed in this fashion cheerfully subsumes to such 

a government and if a group deviates from the flow of such a cheerful existence, they will be lovingly 

admonished or rebuked with gentle force.  

 

11:30 am 
 

The fact is that an ego-free way of life and a serving-loving mental state are required in order to be 

able to be ahead of today’s average, prevailing thought processes and in order to make contact with 

higher SPIRITS that could indeed also be human beings. If you could appeal to your INNER 

HELPER even more, you would be able to live from WITHIN even more, your exterior would 

express ever more perfection, ergo ampleness, joy, love and harmony. Human beings are a part of 

revealed creation and conceived as such. The environment and globes were created and become 

visible for the sake of human beings, to rule in, with and for them and so that everything together 

would become the perfect expression of joy. Learn this and learn to see and to understand everything 

from WITHIN, because all knowledge, wisdom, love, joy and harmony are within you. The 

completely divine, perfect human being is INSIDE of you and it would like to be revealed through 

you. – Think about this and show your fellow men the genuine human being that you are!  

  

The way a gardener nurtures plants that do not flourish all that well with special attention and love, 

JESUS the NAZARENE also tried to complete his work for mankind with all his love and patience. 

But because his august DOCTRINE of LOVE was and is unfortunately often wrongly interpreted, 

leading to false beliefs and concepts, he send his embodied and disembodied disciples and student 

to tend to mankind and he gives them the ENERGY and POWER to make themselves understood. 

What we teach you is the DOCTRINE of JESUS, the SON of GOD, ergo the SON of LOVE. He is 

love and love is GOD and GOD is love. We help you out of love and we will always help you, until 

you are our love.  

 



Know that it is not within our nature to criticise the working and teaching ethos of those that are 

different from us. Everybody can hear us, we love everybody – and those that do not want to hear 

us can listen to other teachers – just as they please.  

 

 
20th of June 1965 – 10:20 am 
 

Tand, tand is the structure of human hand. Everything created and formed by human hand is 

transient, it decays, changes and is only of value whilst being used or desired by some human being 

or other and of value to the one who created and formed it as the image of an idea, drawn from the 

WORLD of IDEAS. But it is transient, decays and becomes worthless.  

 

But whatever is thought of is imperishable. Thoughts are FORCES that continue to oscillate and 

they do not decay. Therefore be on guard! They are equipped with divine MIGHT and they belong 

to a WORLD that exists. – When your bodies decay and disintegrate, you remain as that what you 

thought, you are your thoughts and you live on the PLANE of existence that you have reached with 

your thoughts. – More about this later.  

 

21st of June 1965 – 2:30 pm 
 

Thoughts can be compared to keys that produce something specific through their vibrations when 

struck, allowing thoughts to resound and thereby giving them the opportunity to become visible, 

perceptible, audible and palpable. Every possible thought has the opportunity to reveal itself, 

because the so produced vibration encounters the wherewithal in the INVISIBLE WORLD, it unites 

with it and through it strives for perceptibility. Everything visible strives for unification, for 

perfection and for completion that is solely found within the united ONE. – When the ONENESS 

enters the visible world, it has already entered diversity without having actually stepped away from 

the ONENESS, from absolute rest. GOD is always the same and everything in everything just the 

same. This is a secret human beings find incredible, something they can never grasp - something 

they can only guess.  

 

When a planet is exposed to different external radiation on its journey through the universe, all the 

conditions on, in and around the planet that were seen as “constant” and “verified” change. The 

same will take place on Earth. Approaching RADIATIONS will change the field of vision of human 

beings to such a degree that it requires a strong soul to bear this so sudden appearing illumination 

and brightening up. Conditions that are still almost completely imperceptible to the physical senses 

will become visible, audible and tangible, something unprepared human beings will neither be able 

to explain nor be able to deal with. Just when the full brunt of this RADIATION will hit the Earth 

is not known to us and we also do not know how long this condition will last. Coming events do 

however already cast their LIGHT ahead and those that strive will feel changes in you and in your 

environment, you will hear about the things other human beings experience.  

 

It is however not just planet Earth that is subjected to eternal changes. All planets move through 

space and as the emanations of heavenly bodies encounter, abnegate or connect with one another, 

something new develops and if these emanations encounter an inhabited planet, the conditions on 

and around the planet change and the people on its surface also change without the planet turning 

into something else. Human beings always remain human beings, only their state of consciousness 

changes. Effectively life-destroying emanations hardly every materialise and we have no reason to 

assume such a thing in our systems. But negative worlds do exist. 

 



20th of July 1965 
 

Terrestrial human beings are able to at least partially receive the TRANSMISSIONS that are 

BROADCAST from globe to globe, even though they cannot comprehend much of them. The time 

has come to get used to the idea that imagined technology has turned into reality and that human 

thoughts and the ability to comprehend, paired with what they envisaged and realised, can lead to 

great successes in regards to grasping and comprehending the universe and what has been revealed 

in it. But do not allow yourselves to be held up by even the greatest and most overwhelming insights. 

There are even more monumental, greater, smaller and incomprehensible things for you to 

recognise. Man’s capacity to recognise things is nearly as great as the whole visible creation of the 

UNIVERSAL SINGULAR ONE.             

 

28th of July 1965 – 2 pm 
 

“What would it do to man if he won the whole world and took damage to his soul?” – Contemplate 

these universally known words! It is important nowadays to recognise that it is the 

IMPERISHABLE, the SOUL that continues to live and that what’s envelops by the body with its 

senses, is only a guest on a planet; that this IMPERISHABLE cannot take away anything from the 

planet that it desired and acquired, often with voracity, with craftiness and artfulness. This greed, 

whether it is subconscious or not, is a drain on the purity of the soul, it tarnishes and blemishes its 

image. This unjustified greed, something that only seems to be something, distorts the soul, buries 

ugly things within the soul, it suffers damage that cannot easily be undone.  

 

Human beings have the opportunity to chase after things that are transient, that they cannot take 

with them to a WORLD where these things no longer have meaning or the opportunity to stand 

above the transient things of the world and to see them as they are. A life without greed and 

covetousness, a life that doesn’t damage the soul beautifies the soul, it makes it brighter, lighter, 

more joyful and more loving. It brings the soul the most beautiful jewellery, so beautiful and shining, 

unlike any jewellery in the world of transientness. A soul that only expresses love and gratefulness, 

wisdom and joy, shines through the body – brighter, more attractive and radiant than the brightest 

jewel. A human being devoid of envy and covetousness, a human being that doesn’t want to claim 

the world, is the revelation of a true human being, one that knows: “What would it do to man if he 

won the whole world and took damage to his soul?”  

 

 
6th of August 1965 
 

When you try to love all the things that frighten you, they will enter the harmony of the divine 

STREAMS. JESUS said: “Love your enemies, bless those that curse you, do good to those that hate 

you”. Try to do this! These words express the harmonisation of the revelation called human being 

and nothing more need be said about it. It cannot be expressed any clearer, but it must fall deep into 

the HUMAN HEART and once there, it must act and work until it is part and parcel of all human 

thought processes. – Does this sound too simple to you? It is simple! So why don’t you try it?  

 

Do not allow yourselves to be beguiled by the world’s fame and fortune, they are just sound and 

smoke. Love, the POWERS of divine love, will flow to those that give it and only give it so that 

they can love more and more and so they can spread this love throughout all the cosmoses. Close 

your eyes and concentrate on the THIRD EYE on your forehead and meditate over these words. A 

STREAM of LOVE will spring from your HEARTS and you will see it flow beyond your Earth to 

the suns and the stars. Those with open eyes will see the grass grow – and those that sleep will not 



even hear the thunder. You received your senses in order to absorb creation’s miracles in your 

HEARTS, so that you can then offer them at the altar of devotion and gratefulness.  

 

10th of August 1965 – 3:30 pm 
 

To learn what belongs to one LEVEL of CONSCIOUSNESS and what belongs to another is 

important. The HUMAN SPIRIT starts to recognise what it is and which levels of consciousness it 

has already past and which levels it is about to enter. Things that have been incomprehensible up to 

now begin to become real and they will be recognised by human beings as what they have always 

been, but unrecognised.  

 

All periods of transitions cause confusions and intermediate levels that have to be surmounted. The 

path of evolution leads upwards and must be travelled by humanity, by all human beings. Past levels 

of cognizance reappear with all conditional higher developments. People sense that something is 

taking place and they would like to participate in what is happening. They would like to participate 

and experience it, but they are usually unclear about what it is all about. They listen here and there, 

hear this and the other and run with something until they become aware that this or the other leads 

nowhere, that it is antiquated, past and no longer useful in its old form in regards to progress. To 

find the right teacher or master is difficult. There are lots out there that mean well, but also a lot 

that only have their own interests at heart and lots that, driven by certain ENTITIES, consciously 

spread heresies. How can you differentiate if you are not trained?  

 

One path is always the right one for you who strive and this is the path to INSIDE, it is the path that 

the great UNIVERSAL TEACHER JESUS CHRIST lived and taught: “The Kingdom of Heaven is 

inside of you.” – Look for it there and everything you do will be right and correct.    

 

7:30 pm 
 

The mentioned vibrations with their contrary effect create increased difficulties for human beings. 

The only means against them is a silent going-within and remaining there until one can confront the 

turbulent environment completely at ease and calmly. This is the only way to keep these life-

hindering effects that strike every planet in various forms at certain intervals, at bay, they do 

however only disadvantage those that live a blind existence. Those that know confront everything 

that happens and must happen with the inner calmness of the wise. Therefore, try to conquer the 

influences of the environment in this way. Be also aware that STREAMS that harm some, benefit 

others, that everything has a reason and a purpose.  

 

26th of August 1965 – 8:30 am 
 

The period of existence on planet Earth should bring about an expansion of consciousness within 

the body of human beings incarnated there. An expansion means to bring one’s consciousness to a 

higher LEVEL after the lower levels have been lived through and fully comprehended. To only 

consciously raise one’s consciousness is not genuine progress, one’s consciousness must be capable 

of grasping what’s ABOVE and BELOW and become capable of categorising and elevating what’s 

BELOW from ABOVE.  

 

Human beings that do everything for the sake of their beatitude and in order to escape the Earth’s 

attraction and the singing of the Earth’s atoms, have not yet grasped the meaning of their terrestrial 

existence. There are practises and exercises to raise oneself above the conditions of one’s physical 

existence, but human beings incarnate, ergo enveloped themselves with a terrestrial garment, in 



order to work on themselves in this garment and on behalf of all life, something they must do 

anyway after having disbanded this terrestrial garment. Human beings must learn to understand why 

they donned this terrestrial garment, they should delve into all the things they can learn whilst in 

this garment and what they must learn about the ETHEREAL GARMENT of disembodiment. They 

must wander through both worlds until they comprehend that the two lives are one life and that they 

each have a severe effect on one another. Only once they have solved all the tasks of the terrestrial 

classroom, whereby the home planet doesn’t always have to be the Earth, can human beings turn to 

other tasks in their disembodied state, and these do however not exclude an occasional incarnation 

somewhere or other.  

 

Nothing hinders the higher development of human beings more than a stubborn adherence to 

traditional concepts, points of view and interpretations. Everything flows and things can only be 

recognised correctly when people are at all times prepared to see them from a different perspective 

that in the past. The words of the MASTERS and TEACHERS also have no solid interpretation and 

the word only survives when it is correctly and contemporarily understood and lived. Every age has 

its own way of interpreting the word and you will only recognise its true meaning when it is adapted 

to modern times, when you do not adhere to solid concepts.  

 

We live in an eternal now when we know how to correctly interpret the writings of the enlightened 

and we can understand them when we look at them as if we saw them for the very first time, as if 

we never had interpretations of them before and as if we never heard these words before. We will 

always be able to understand them when we interpret them anew. This scrutiny without prejudice 

is the best and safest way to gain true insights and to make genuine progress.  

 

When you look at something with a preconceived adjudication, all true insights will remain 

occlusive and the most wonderful revelations will be kept from you. But when you look at 

everything as if you had never seen it before, a world of insights and perceptions will reveal itself 

to you that you could never even imagine before. For instance, when you delve into the aspect of a 

flower, it will show itself the way it actually is. You will be able to observe its development, see 

that its colour, its scent and its form is based on a specific vibration, you will realise that any change 

of this specific vibration would produce something different from what you have in front of you. 

You will recognise that when the POWER this vibration is based upon, that allows it to vibrate, is 

withdrawn, nothing would remain and you will recognise the greatness and the POWER that is 

everything, absolutely everything and through your calm and unprejudiced contemplation you will 

learn to feel at one with all of creation and your CREATOR. “Unless you become like children, you 

will not gain the kingdom of heaven.” 

 

3rd of October 1965 
 

Why do you want to find out from us the things you are called upon to delve into yourselves? Would 

we take your pleasure of discovery away from you because we love you dearly? – Isn’t reaching the 

top of a mountain an uplifting experience and wouldn’t it be boring to be placed on top by someone, 

thereby be robbed of one’s pride in one’s own endeavour? – Isn’t it a glorious feeling to have 

conquered a passion or a vice by oneself with a lot of effort and toil? Isn’t it wonderful to have 

discovered something, to have created and acquired an addition to one’s SPIRITUAL 

POSSESSIONS by oneself, something that is a genuine possession that no power can take away 

from you? 

 

 
 



5th of October 1965 
 

People that love the sun, the wind, the rain, water and the Earth and everything living are usually 

capable of also hearing the thoughts and words, of seeing images and receiving the love from caring 

EXTRATERRESTRIAL BEINGS. The more detached human beings are from all the things that 

moths and rust can eat, the clearer their thoughts and the purer their HEARTS will be. Don’t collect 

anything that doesn’t serve your life, do not waste your HEARTS on lifeless things, love life and 

live for the sake of your life. As you hoard and collect things, you waste your time with useless 

thoughts and lend your words to dead things, you hinder a life that constantly flows and yearns to 

fully unfold.  

 

We know exactly which house and which HEART our words enter, words that you affectionately 

disseminate for us. We ask you: Please endure! The implementation of our plan also entails all kinds 

of difficulties of a terrestrial nature for you, but our blessings guide your hands for as long as you 

do your work with love in your HEARTS. You do not notice that your deeds and actions propel you 

forwards and that your souls grow wings that become stronger and larger. With your willingness to 

serve you are pathfinders for the New Age and helpers for those that serve life and progress.  

 

Call upon us, call upon JESUS, the most eminent amongst us, and know that HE will bless you and 

help you to also heal your terrestrial suffering, so that you feel strong enough to solve the assignment 

you set yourselves and because you are blessed, may carry out by engaging your whole selves. You 

are blessed, you are protected, but do not deviate from the path of fidelity and devotion, of simplicity 

and love. Remain calm and continue to serve for the sake of the fruits the work you do produces, 

namely to benefit and to help your fellow human beings to progress. – We love you! 

 

You have a specific relationship with the sun, with the solar system you live in. The sun with its 

physical and spiritual energies deposited a part of itself in you figuratively speaking and it is 

therefore also active within you. These solar energies are being activated through the impact of the 

direct sunrays that are filtered by the atmosphere and by energies that swings through space. 

Therefore sun-loving people, people that like to sit in the sun, are more cheerful and of a sunnier 

disposition that others. Their inherent inner solar energies, they inhabit all physical bodies, 

spiritualise easier and they become lighter, freer, more joyful and more open-minded in regard to 

their environment. They, these sun-people are the future light-people that already represent the new 

type of physical human being that will dominate the future. The fact that INSIDE and outside, the 

physical and the spiritual, are one is known and it doesn’t have to be emphasised once again. Can 

you understand us?  

 

6th of October 1965 
 

This may sound arrogant in your ears, but everything looks completely different from a specific level 

of consciousness than from deep down, from a depth where one is being captured within the fabric 

of the physical senses. The more spiritual the INNER SENSES become, the clearer the images of 

all revelations, the more visible the coherences and the more comprehensible the ORIGIN of all 

things become. Things that are still important today slowly sink into the depths of the past and things 

yet unknown elevate themselves in importance and gradually grow into something essential. A lot 

of things we are familiar with are still unknown and distant to you, but you will be allowed to 

recognise and to experience them exactly like us and all other creatures.  

 

According to the best of our knowledge we try to stir up, to awaken things in you that are important. 

Everything is INSIDE of you and it should be understood that this is so. The enormous MIGHT and 



POWER deposited within every living creature should be noticed and unfolded, it is capable of 

providing everything that the creature concerned is rightfully allowed in regard to perfection, 

beauty, freedom and joy de vivre. It must be acknowledged that human beings exclude themselves 

from this perfection whilst they only believe in what their physical senses convey to them and whilst 

they do not know what these senses are actually for.  

 

It is not in our nature to criticise events on other planets, but we do assess them in regard to progress 

or malformation as far as we are called upon to interfere as helpers. Even though terrestrial human 

beings seem in turmoil, restless and sometimes belligerent, we do find that the overall thought 

processes expand and stretch enormously and that this small, beautiful planet will turn into a bright, 

peaceful place of residence in the foreseeable future.   

 

What is important is that every human being leaves their place of residence as often as they can in 

order to get to know their environment and their fellow human beings. Travelling and observing 

things with an inner calm and joy, listening and advising those that need this, smiling, smiling at 

everything, be it the sea or a mountain, a tree or a beggar, is a healing agent, a binding agent, a 

magic potion. Walk through GOD’S garden called Earth smiling from WITHIN and do not allow 

anything to frighten you, no sight, no word and no other living creature. Look at everything from 

WITHIN, resting securely within you, and you will turn into a helper, because you will always do 

and think the right thing, ergo do whatever is necessary. Everybody can live like this if they strive 

for this – and everybody that lives like this will sense that their life swings and resounds fully, that 

they are at one with all life.   

 

The coming, approaching time for planet Earth is being determined by human thought processes 

and supported by cosmically conditioned RADIATION designed to brighten and widen the thoughts 

of the living so that they can also alight on other planets without suffering damage, so that they can 

love and understand all their fellow men and so that they can recognise the specific meaning inherent 

in all life, but specifically that of the divine revelation called “Man”.  

 

The new human being will not be governed with great speeches, reprimands or confusing laws, they 

will react to the universal thoughts of a global government like delicate receivers that react to a 

bodacious sender. Those in government will guide planet Earth according to the advice of advanced 

human entities so that all human beings feel that they can live, create and think freely, but still abide 

by a moral code that excludes all conflicts and quarrels. Technological and artistic marvels will be 

able to develop and the people that atrophy into ballast, ergo as a remnant of the past, are to be 

corralled caringly until they completed their existence on Earth to then domicile on a baser planet.  

 

This development will proceed very rapidly, surprising rapidly in our eyes, but not necessarily for 

those human beings that are still in the grasp of prejudices, confessions and old traditions. Therefore, 

endeavour to serve PROGRESS step by step, live with and for your fellow men and often forget 

your own worries and troubles by trying to alleviate and remedy the worries and hardships of the 

one’s you live with. You can do so mentally or with selfless actions, whichever one is necessary. 

The serving, SEEING, observing and silent grow into the cosmos, towards its vastness. Have 

patience with your fellow men and do not condemn them if they do not share your opinion. Don’t 

be cross with those that disturb you or represent a nuisance to you. See the eternal CHRIST in all 

and talk to HIM who resides in everyone.  

 

“YOU, who lives in all, release them from the fetters of DARKNESS, so that YOU can 

shine from within them in all YOUR glory and beauty.”  

     



Ask as often as you can for patience, understanding, calmness and joyfulness so that you can be a 

joy to all your fellow human beings, to your environment and to us also. Allows yourselves to be 

guided and trust in your INNER VOICE that always tells you what is right at a specific moment. 

Those that strive, those that consciously swing in the STREAM of LIFE, will neither encounter a 

script, a book nor an image that does not serve their progress and their spiritualisation. – But those 

still on their way should listen to their heart and when it says “no”, they should turn their back on 

everything, even when their senses crave it. To listen to the VOICE of one’s HEART, for oneself 

and for other, will be beneficial.  

 

Planets exist throughout the cosmos that still bear signs of extinct cultures. These planets are 

however not inhabited by planet-bound humanities, but they are certainly inhabitable. They are 

utilised as landing sites and as colonies by other planetary humanities. These relatively small 

celestial bodies are often very fertile, because they haven’t been abused by unenlightened human 

beings or other phenomena of life for long periods of time. Terrestrial mankind will experience great 

surprises once they are in a position to move from their inhabited planet to other planets, namely 

that they will be well acquainted with a lot of the things they encounter in space, that things will not 

be as strange as expected. All human beings carry an image of all revealed worlds inside of them 

and the brighter their awakening, the more graspable and more familiar things will become. But this 

feeling, this knowledge that everything revealed is part of the large WHOLE we live and weave in, 

that all of us are a component of and wherein we are well protected at home, will elevate us to 

COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS, it will make us joyful, grateful and powerful, the way our 

UNIVERSAL FATHER intended us to be.  

 

8th of October 1965 
 

Genuine healing ENERGIES are always prepared to serve human beings’ and all other life’s 

revelations, but they are only there where they are called upon and requested. They wait for an 

opportunity to be allowed to become active, but they must be given a field of activity. – The situation 

with destructive FORCES is different, they try to attack where the opportunity to attack is offered.  

 

Now, human beings who have their thoughts under control as best as they can, do not represent 

appoints of attack for destructive forces, because wherever constructive, BRIGHT POWERS reign, 

darkness cannot exist, because LIGHT exists there. But the thought processes of present-day human 

beings are mostly an intermediate thing between LIGHT and DARKNESS, but not complete 

DARKNESS anymore.  

 

When we look at the Earth’s overall image, we can see that the LIGHT is getting more powerful 

and that DARKNESS must give way. But it must be said that the complete DARKNESS, ergo 

people that do not give a thought to how they lead their life and allow themselves to be driven by 

the POWERS of DARKNESS, are lost and pitiable in our eyes, something that is hardly ever 

encountered amongst human beings on other planets. No BEAMS of LIGHT of the true life fall 

upon these minds, they are the dregs that all cleaning processes can produce.  

 

But these lost souls are not as numerous as you might assume. The things that you might consider 

a “vice” might be the only possible path for them on their search for the LIGHT and their true life. 

There are very few genuinely lost souls here on Earth and they have fallen so deep that they will no 

longer return to Earth.  

 

Try to live as an archetype, but do not to take measures or judge without wisdom and insight, 

because it is very difficult to see clearly when people live in the middle of a cleansing process. We 



therefore ask all those that read or hear our words to put them aside and not trouble themselves with 

them, if they do not understand them completely. Everything will become clear to those that strive 

after having striven for some time.   

 

11th of October 1965 – 10 am 
 

Telepathy is the universal means of communicating between all creatures. What must be constantly 

pointed out that the ability of SENDING and immediately GRASPING clear thoughts is the only 

potentiality for perfect communication between two or all creatures. When creatures are able to read 

the clear thoughts, the imaginations of their fellow beings, misunderstandings will never arise. – 

How deficient are languages and words! Even colours and sounds, they are of a higher nature, 

cannot be communicated the same to everybody, even though colours and sounds affect equally 

oscillating beings equally, beings with different oscillations cannot perceive these vibrations.  

 

Telepathy is the grasping of thought processes the way they are conceived and these cannot be 

misunderstood. The moment all creatures developed a sense for telepathy, all creatures are like glass 

and every impure thought is perceived as an opacity that can therefore be cleansed with the caring 

assistance of the OLDER, those that SEE best. It is a matter of course that when this time is here, 

everyone will endeavour to refrain from thinking impure, ergo dark thoughts, because they know 

that their thoughts can be perceived by all. – To describe these things is difficult, but it should be 

mentioned and contemplated quite often, because to train oneself now and immediately and to 

experiment is within the realm of possibility.  

 

Let it be said that only the perfected ones are allowed, through clear TRANSMISSIONS of thought 

vibrations, to change events towards a predetermined direction. All those that strive are allowed and 

encouraged to bless and to dearly love everything within their vicinity and far beyond their home 

planet and the solar system, to flood it with love, constantly and more powerfully all the time. This 

is a REMEDY, a dedication and a connecting everyone who is willing is capable of. No formula 

exists that is generally applicable in regards to the training of one’s inherent ability of SEEING 

THOUGHTS. We can a priory only recommend a quiet listening within others, a listening within 

everything.   

 

12th of October 1965 
 

If all terrestrial human beings would remember that is has so far been impossible for anyone to 

escape to another planet in their physical garment, if all of them knew that they continue to exist 

after their supposed death and that they have to give account for all their deeds, if all of them would 

realise that nothing that doesn’t benefit all and sundry amounts to anything, would peace reign then?  

 

Deeds are neither forgotten nor do they disappear, whether they are good or evil, on any planet or 

in the DISEMBODIED WORLD. Everything moves between two worlds and once this has been 

recognised and comprehended, the situation changes immediately towards harmony and joy. This 

is why it is so important for those that are servants to bring elucidation and clarification into their 

environment. They should a priory draw people’s attention to themselves by being archetypes so 

that their fellow men can show trust in them and ask them to reveal the secret that is behind the 

cause of their constant cheeriness and composure. They should then inform them that people have 

everything they require to live and that they shouldn’t covet anything that they do not need to live. 

They should tell them that they live in two worlds and that death doesn’t mean the end, that they 

only experience a different from of existence, an existence without a physical body, that life 

continues to swing and that everything of a non-physical nature remains. All of these are thoughts 



and insights human beings have thought about and gained and they indicate progress or standstill in 

the final analysis.  

 

If all human beings know that it is of no benefit to them to destroy life in order to survive, could they 

still kill each other? – All that is required is a change to the thought processes of terrestrial human 

beings! 

 

13th of October 1965 
 

The Earth is an abode that offers a home to human beings of various LEVELS of DEVELOPMENT 

for a certain period of time. It floats, in company of many others planets, like a large spaceship 

through infinite space. It is presently still a very restless house, because a lot of its residents are still 

asleep and only see the small space they occupy – and this is why it is the duty of the awakened 

ones to awaken the sleeping with their love, their words and their thoughts. Those that seek the 

wideness with their power of imagination should pull the sleeping out of their predicament and 

create light and joy. – Therefore, direct your thoughts afar and then compress them into an ENERGY 

that you can stream over all life, to illuminate the Earth.  

 

14th of October 1965 
 

Every well on Earth can run dry. But the WELL of ETERNAL LIFE bubbles in the HEARTS of all 

human beings, deep inside. They can bail from it and eternally quench their thirst, their thirst for 

insights, harmony and love. And love is the magic word that opens this WELL. Time and space 

have a beginning and an end, but the universe is infinite – GOD is without a beginning and without 

an end. Human beings have forgotten the secret that hides the reason why human beings, the children 

of the universe, entered into time and space and why they now search through time and space for 

the secret deep within themselves that harbours the solution. 

 

15th of October 1965 
 

A lot of scriptures that you call “sacred” speak to you in images, comparisons and parables and the 

time has come to recognise the true meaning of these images and parables and to experience and to 

live the profound cosmic insights, truths and advice contained therein. All of these are solely 

directed at human beings and their environment, their genesis and their position as sentient beings 

within the cosmos and the image that a true human being represents as a CHILD of the HIGHEST 

that is to be actualised.   

 

When these already ancient doctrines have been understood and lived by, human beings will reveal 

themselves as creative, omniscient beings, beings that feel at home within the universe and that are 

no longer tied to anything that could hinder their completion, their path towards perfection. Human 

beings will then have passed through all the stages of their development and will know that they are 

one with INFINITY.  

 

16th of October 1965 
 

The people that live on Earth can achieve a lot through correct deportment, breathing, nourishment 

and inner attitude, but the impetus to live towards a goal must come from INSIDE and it must be 

through one’s own initiative. Once our INSIDE begins to awaken, we will know the correct deeds 

and actions to take, GOD who can do everything will then act within us.   

 



18th of October 1965 
 

Our doctrine states: 

 

Human beings, as a thought, a seed, were exhaled by the UNIVERSAL-ONE 

CREATIVE POWER from the start and they oscillate with everything – within the 

BREATH of the HIGHEST who is everything.  

 

Human beings as sentient creatures grow the way everything revealed grows, ergo develops onwards 

towards what it is destined to be. GOD’S CHILDREN grow on planetary abodes and planetary 

islands until they are mature, they can then begin to develop further on solid planets without direct 

supervision, ergo independently. This is the time when human beings are fit to wear a solid body, 

one they can however put on and discard during their lives on a solid planet.  

 

We therefore do not hold the opinion that human creatures develop purely organically with and on 

visible planets. The human seed matures on planets that are different from the planet you know as 

planet Earth and it will be relocated to suitable planets at a specific point in time. Some of these 

human creatures will remain on the home planet that accommodated them in both forms of 

existence, whilst other human creatures will incarnate on various other planets, but very highly 

developed BEINGS live without a body for long periods of time because they have traversed through 

physical periods of time and can therefore be there as GUARDIANS for HUMAN BEINGS.  

 

This doesn’t mean that our doctrine is definitive. But we see the eternal enigma “Man” as GOD’S 

THOUGHTS, as an exhaled human seed, maturing and becoming visible and recompressed as a 

seed, to be re-inhaled by the eternal, infinite, but non-created UNIVERSAL-ONE GOD.  

 

We can only guess at this incredibly long cycle of our development, because we do not know, we 

assume and ponder, because we are always impelled from inside to want to know. One part can 

indeed guess the WHOLE, but we can never see it. We can indeed feel GOD within us, but never 

stand above HIM and see HIM.  

 

20th of October 1965 
 

The awakened begin to look inside a world that is completely new and of a different nature than the 

one they assume they live in. Colours, forms and sounds begin to express, clarify and make things 

comprehensible. The disembodied, eternally flowing, surging WORLD, a realistic WORLD from 

whence the material, physically visible worlds flows from and is designed from, represents the true 

image of the visible world.  

 

SEERS see or perceive everything with their physical senses and with their spiritual SENSES and 

can therefore SEE everything as it really is. They do not only SEE and HEAR the FORM and 

BUILDING FORCES that maintain the species and form of plants, that control and guide animals 

and their group-souls, they also SEE the thoughts of their fellow men, they are also aware of the 

emotions of their home planet and everything seem like looking through glass that becomes more 

see-through and brighter. They become SENSITIVE and CLAIREAUDIENT and they are 

astonished and often horrified about all the things that are revealed by day and by night.  

 

21st of October 1965 – 4:30 pm 
 

All the people on the same level of cognisance can HEAR and SEE everything around themselves, 



around their planet and far into the universe. But they cannot convey anything to those that they 

would like to transmit their insights to, if they have not yet reached the same level. They can only 

attempt to offer clarity to others through images, a few available sounds and visible colours and 

forms.  

 

Genuine VIEWING can only be acquired through the animation and the training of the SOUL’S 

ORGANS inherent in all human beings. Once these ORGANS begin to work within human beings, 

their true, conscious lives begin. They will then however also become conscious of the 

responsibilities they have as sentient beings in regards to all life, they are advised to be fully 

conscious of this responsibility and they have to realise that they are a limb of a large body that is 

designed to be bright and healthy.  

 

Your lives should therefore be a life of service, striving, loving and realisation, not just for 

yourselves, but for all and everything. It is within the LAW of the HIGHEST that everything that 

separates itself, ergo sins, will be forced to flow back to harmony with severity. The CREATIVE 

POWER does however not deal with time. It is within the BREATH of the HIGHEST that 

everything that flows away from harmony flows back to harmony, back to the ORIGIN of all 

THINGS. – Think about this!  

 

* * *  

 

Concerning drawings on ancient tablets and scrolls 
 

Those that know, recognise the symbols that are mere images to the ignorant, images that have no 

meaning in their eyes. Most of them are body positions and symbols that deal with breathing. 

Certain mantras were also disguised, ergo past on symbolically, and so were astronomic and 

physical insights in the field of chemistry and medicine in regards to the relationship between human 

beings and “DEITIES”, GUIDES of WORLDS and inhabitants of other planets.  

 

One has now started to decipher these symbols and to grasp their meaning and one will recognise 

with astonishment that the Earth has seen and will see great cultures. Sound and colour play a major 

role here and also the LIFE FORCE, ergo breath.  

 

Masks of birds on many tablets for instance indicate specific breathing exercises that facilitate an 

easier path to the LIGHT, well actually illuminate it. Certain practices were kept strictly secret to 

keep them as the prerogative of priests and also specific sound and colours, astronomical 

interpretation and encrypted rules of conduct for adepts, so that they would only serve those that 

were already prepared and ready to provide a major service.  

 

Awakened human beings are astonished when they see the great cognitions of people that inhabited 

the Earth a long time before they did. It would have to be obvious that various advanced beings 

inhabit planets like Earth and that people willing to serve exist that see the hardship of the younger 

ones and want to help them recognise that everything is completely different from the way they see 

it.  

 

22nd of October 1965 
 

You that strive should always keep your feet firmly planted on the ground. Your fellow human 

beings need you so do not alienate yourselves from them, but love them as they are and understand 

their deeds and thoughts. This is the only way you can help to alter things and make them easier.  



 

Things approach the Earth that demand the assistance of HUMAN HEARTS filled with love and 

knowing trust, HUMAN HEARTS that have found their very CENTRE of their BEING and take a 

solid stance from this CENTRE amidst the surging waves of upheaval, as an archetype and support 

for those that drift within the stream of time.  

 

To find the divine, dormant polarity in one’s CENTRE, in order to be useful within the upheavals 

and transformation, is and remains the most essential thing.  

 

Remember, it is all about human beings and not about what’s around them and certainly not about 

the things they surround themselves with. What is solely important is that human beings realise that 

they create the events that take place around them themselves and that only they can change and 

transform things. Helping POWERS only help those that are prepared to help themselves, 

themselves and all the others.  

 

26th of October 1965 
 

People who constantly try to either consciously or subconsciously push their own person into the 

limelight will not be able to perceive their own CENTRE of BEING because they constantly focus 

their thoughts on the outside. – But those that direct their gaze INSIDE, ergo live from INSIDE, are 

the centre for their environment. What the first strive for will eventually befall the latter.  

 

* * * 

 

 
Part 2 
 

The Earth’s reactions to encroachments into her being, committed by human beings, come 

unexpectedly and almost without warning. Human beings forget in their arrogance that the Earth is 

alive, as alive as they are, and that they may not disturb her life, neither out of curiosity nor 

ignorance. 

 

o Life-related transformations and movements are taking place on, and around the 

Earth and all planets according to their age, their composition and their location 

within the cosmoses.  

 

o Changes take place through the thoughts of the creatures that inhabit these planets. 

 

o Changes take place through actual interferences in the natural existence of a planet.  

 

When a planet is devoid of any movement, it no longer carries life of a physical nature and it is close 

to its end, that is to say, close to transferring into the INVISIBLE WORLD. Most of these worlds 

are gobbled up by negative worlds and this dissolves their physical body, so their souls can continue 

to live freed from their body.  

 

But there are also planets that mature into enormous ENERGY CENTRES with their populations 

on board and they can turn into great SOURCES of ENERGY for other planets and creatures. Their 

EMMANATION flow far into other systems and they are very life-sustaining and promoting for 

specific, revealed creatures, they awaken SPIRITUAL ENERGIES and they open inner CENTRES. 



These illuminated planets can represent a great SOURCE of ENERGY for some time and their 

various RADIATIONS cannot be hinder or diminished by negative worlds.  

 

Planets exist that touch all the CENTRES of living being and planets exist that only send specific 

RADIATIONS far into space. But all planets that are alive and inhabited emanate specific RAYS 

of totally different strengths and form, of totally different sounds and totally different colours. 

 

Practise tolerance in all its facets. Also listen to what seems “nonsense” to you if it comes from a 

pure HEART. But try to avoid unnecessary lament, pessimism and viciousness by allowing the OM-

sound to resonate within you to an ever-higher degree. Allow it to stream from you with such 

intensity that it burns and destroys all of this negativity. Also do this when your read newspapers 

and periodicals.  

 

Great FORCES were your own and worlds lay before you unveiled in the past. Human beings were 

like glass to you and you could look into their HEARTS. You could also look INSIDE the Earth 

and you could feel her breath. You danced in her hallways and you could swim as easy as a fish in 

her pure oceans, because we were as ONE in those days. – I was with you and you knew it.  

 

23rd of March 1965 
 

Allow the dried hallways in your HEART to be verdant, make them appear in a deep green, 

something your physical eyes have never seen before. Allow the ocean in your HEART to thunder, 

so wonderful and mighty, something your physical ears have never heard before and dance the 

dance of cosmic joy, relaxed and full of devotion in your HEART. Breathe in the POWER of the 

rays of your sun and spread the scent of universal love and joy.  

 

Do not allow yourself to be fettered by AHRIMANIC FORCES, allow them to keep you, but only 

to the degree that you want them to.  

 

See, this is why you should renounce your usual diet for periods of time during the spring and the 

summer and try to free your body from unnecessary stress. You require your body here on this Earth, 

but you should know that it does not have to become a burden to you. The more you constantly work 

on yourself, the less use you will have for external needs. Didn’t the ancients say: “When the soul 

is hungry, the body eats.”  

 

Do not allow your soul to go hungry, let it absorb everything that you are capable of giving it. Let 

it wander afar, allow it to see all the miracles of creation, things human eyes on this Earth have 

never seen before. – Remember my words and try to live them – animate them.  

 

24th of March 1965 
 

Remain true to your friends, you will accomplish great things during the enlightenment process of 

HUMAN HEARTS. Remain strong within your HEART! Things will approach you that cannot be 

comprehended with your mind. A powerful WAVE of ENLIGHTENMENT circles the Earth, one 

that can bowl over the unprepared and completely confuse them. It is indeed important to sing the 

OM sound in your HEART in order to remain strong and have a clear mind. It will be akin to the 

times the Tower of Babel was built, only the confusion will be far more extensive, because we are 

dealing with the breakthrough of a semi-physical nature and of semi-physical things these days, 

things that should be made comprehensible to human beings.  

 



The realities that lie between the vital and the ASTRAL PLANE reveal themselves with great 

intensity and those amongst the living that have never dealt with psycho-scientific facts will be 

devastated to such a degree that they can no longer see things clearly on this Earth. Things will then 

befall them with such power that they will have to doubt their own sanity and will lose the ability 

to judge things clearly. The purpose of their present incarnation will not have been fulfilled, they 

will not have utilised their time here and they will have to go to a dark planet where a lot of 

difficulties and annoyances await them and where they have to propel their lives forward without 

the great help of the OLDER ONES.    

 

26th of March 1965 
 

If you could meet some of the human beings from distant stars, you would naturally not consider 

them to be “beautiful”, you might even find them “quite strange”. You would also not comprehend 

their lifestyle habits. The souls that don a body on some planet or other or allow themselves to be 

placed in a body, will always remain human souls, no matter what type of physical garment they 

might occupy. What kind of body forms prevail differs a lot and always depends on the planet they 

inhabit and the planet’s components they consist of, but they are always such that a human soul can 

live in them and express themselves with.   

 

A lot of planets are populated by human beings like you and they only differ very slightly in regard 

to size, skin colour, head shape, language and mode of life. Other planets however accommodate 

beings of the highest intelligence and they are completely unlike you in their external appearance. 

Their intelligence is so sophisticated that they hardly require their external form anymore, but they 

still represent physical revelations of life and are therefore not pure SPIRIT BEINGS. From my 

vantage point I can see that an indescribable diversity flowed, still flows and continuous to flow 

from GOD’S BREATH, something no human heart will probably ever completely grasp. 

 

All of this exists and a lot more, much more than you will ever be able to imagine! 

 

The idea that intelligence is not tied to forms that you can grasp with your five senses should now 

be a part of your normal thought processes. Intelligence and the ability to react to commends from 

beings that are also endowed with intelligence will now become graspable on hand of examples.  

 

All life is intelligence, because life is GOD – and GOD is INTELLIGENCE in itself.  

 

Everybody is in a position to react to the thoughts of everybody else, ergo to understand them and 

to use them to do something, to make them visible. DISEMBODIED INTELLIGENCES can 

expand, spread and make themselves understood to an incredible degree. They can have an 

extremely fruitful effect and create harmony where chaos seems to reign. Human beings can indeed 

reach these INTELLIGENCES through their thoughts, connect with them and thereby participate 

in the revelation of new creations and the maintenance of already revealed life. Can a human 

HEART not expand far across the Earth and much further if it is filled with love?  

 

Human beings, during their stage of appearing as terrestrial human beings, wear a physical garment 

that exists of atoms derived from the Earth, ergo are therefore connected and interwoven with the 

Earth as a home planet. But because the home planet is a part of the cosmoses, not only interactions 

and connections with the home planet exist, but connections with cosmoses and their STREAMS, 

emanations and vibrations also exist. The human body is therefore a part of the cosmoses and exists 

within their vibrations and it feels these vibrations and radiations.  

 



The human body is healthy for as long as this connection is not disturbed or even destroyed through 

the ability to think that stems from the NON-MATERIAL SPHERE.  

 

A revealed life that cannot consciously think always reveals itself as pure, beautiful and healthy if 

it isn’t disturbed by other thinking beings. But human beings, as sentient creatures, consciously or 

subconsciously abuse this gift, this ability to think and thereby harm their type of revelation, 

revealed through their bodies. With their thoughts they interfere with the natural RADIATION of 

the Earth and the cosmos, they destroy the wisely though through functions of the body through 

their thoughts and actions, thereby hindering the SOUL ENTITY they represent in its further 

development and ascension as a universal intelligence. What is called “progress” these days is only 

a hindrance to the free unfoldment of the species called human being that lives in a terrestrial body.    

 

I will explain to you what I mean: When the organs of the body require rest, animals lie down to 

rest, to relax and to then get up fortified and ready to follow their instincts again. But human beings 

turn night into day and when they tire, the unlawfully force drugs and essences on their bodies so 

they can keep performing, they abuse them without giving a thought to their deeds and actions. 

People allow themselves to be seduced by their senses and nourish themselves completely 

erroneously, they often eat much too much and must once again take medication to help them digest 

this unnecessary ballast. Who can hear the call from their inner organs? Who can hear the lament 

of an overtaxed heart? – Which smokers hear the groaning of their lungs? – Who can hear the call 

from their skin that doesn’t like to be draped in synthetics? – Probably only a few. But all are 

astonished that their bodies no longer want to serve them as they should, when they suffer and feel 

pain and when the pills and potions they take no longer seem to help. Begin to think correctly and 

pause to think and all the suffering and pain will go away, because they are not appertaining to the 

human existence and do not appertain to their abodes, namely their bodies.  

 

Herbs and plants grow that can nourish human beings as nature provides them. People can and 

should prepare this food appetisingly and palatably before they eat it. They are also allowed to eat 

fish and moderate amounts of meat, because it all stems from the Earth.  

 

But they are not allowed to eat all kinds of tempting, colourful things that have been fabricated by 

greedy ignorant producers through unnecessary refinements and falsifications. People should indeed 

bake their bread, cook their meals and drink their tea, but they should not corrupt their food with 

artificial colouring and life-destroying essences, with sprays and conservatives, because this also 

corrupts their bodies. People should sleep when they are tired and not pop pills to stay awake in 

order to do useless things.  

 

Know that spiritually active people are hardly ever tired because the vibration of the SPIRIT, the 

higher it is, force lethargic atoms to become agile, lighter and brighter in a natural way. The blood 

gains a different composition and it sings a cheerful song, the organs have to work less and the skin 

breathes better. The higher the spiritual vibrations, the less encumbered the body will be, it will then 

hardly be felt or not felt at all and it can then, like in its original state, perform its functions 

unhindered, in the service of the SPIRIT BEING that inhabits it – a human being.  

 

13th of May 1965 – 8:30 am 
 

When an eminent SPIRIT ENTITY has the assignment to support human beings in their planned 

endeavours to solve a problem on the specific planet they incarnated upon, there have two 

potentialities for this: 

    



The first potentiality 

 

 

It can radiate parts of its HIGHER ENLEIGHTENED SELF from the NON-PHYSICAL WORLD, 

wherein it can act unhindered, to the centre of the specified planet and they can spread as 

IMPULSES across the planet to then be received by human beings that are predestined to receive 

them, ergo are prepared a priory to receive them. These IMPULSES, emitted by caring ENTITIES, 

can be intercepted by everyone, because they circle the radiated planet every second of the day 

during their intensive, consistent and powerful period of irradiation. The general nature of the thus 

irradiated human race will then change according to the number of people that can consciously 

absorb this radiation.  

 

But evolution-hindering ENTITIES will try to slow down these RADIATIONS. This is why they 

can only be absorbed by human beings that can no longer be reached by these hemming ENTITIES.  

 

These are the most ethereal, no longer explicable processes that can only be profanely hinted at in 

the form I present them today. But who amongst you is in a position to understand, to know that 

such a RADIATION is approaching the EARTH with great force and already begins to impart the 

finest types of IMPULSES? 

 

Try to keep your thoughts under control and your thoughts and actions from the machinations of 

war mongers and materialists without negating your profane existence. Remain striving for harmony 

and beauty in the here and now, but do not deal with thoughts that can produce fear and disharmony.    

  

But you should also not feel that you are in “Seventh Heaven”, because you are in a body on a body 

that is drifting through space with myriads of other bodies you call “stars”. Certain assignments are 

supposed to be dealt with whilst in the body, assignments that cannot be solved in the spiritual, 

disembodied garment. This is why you yearned for the body that you may now wear, so you can 

solve these specific tasks. Therefore, wear it with joy and work in it and do not yearn to cast it off 

anytime soon, because you would only yearn once again for a physical garment.  

 

See things as they are, touch them and utilise the things you have. You are now given the opportunity 

to gain insights on planet Earth, to realise your higher development, something that can only take 

place at great intervals. Millenia may pass before such HELP is offered again, if the COSMIC HELP 

isn’t utilised this time around, the preferred planet pursues a LIGHTLESS path and its inhabitants 

toil with difficulty towards the yearned for LIGHT that is offered to them right now with great love 

and intensity.   

 

The signs are there from our point of view, namely that the great endeavours by the DISEMBODIED 

WORLD on behalf of planet Earth and all other planets that have reached the same level, are not in 

vain and that terrestrial mankind will accept these enlightening, harmonising IMPULSES.  

 

The DARK FORCES will mobilise everything to destroy this enlightening and harmonising process 

– they actually do so right now – and lots of unrests and upheavals will be necessary. But new things 

can only eventuate when old things pass and space for the new becomes available. Therefore, see 

your present time, the 20th Century in your calendar, as a time of total upheaval that will be followed 

by an epoch of insights, joy and LIGHT.  

 

Be happy about the fact that you are allowed to consciously help to drive a development forward 

whilst in your body that not only reveals true human beings as masters over planets, but also as 



COSMIC BEINGS. All human beings carry the seed of a COSMIC BEING within and the time to 

be able to reveal it is now, once the COSMIC HELP on offer has been acknowledged and accepted.  

 

The second potentiality 

 

The second potentiality for an eminent SPIRIT ENTITY to support and to propel a planet forward 

in its higher development is this: An eminent SPIRIT ENTITY can compress its POWER totally or 

to a specific degree and appear in a human body, but only on one planet at a time. Its great POWERS 

are at that time totally or partially tied to one planet and only have an effect there. The appearance 

as a UNIVERSAL TEACHER represents an unimaginable sacrifice, one you’d find difficult to 

imagine and also presents difficulties to very eminent ENTITIES, something we have little inkling 

of. The higher an ENTITIY ascended on its path of cognisance and comprehension, the more 

difficult the path becomes for it, a path it only undertakes out of its enormous love for creation and 

the CREATOR.  

 

Let me tell you a secret: The more love you extricate and emit with unrestrained force from within 

you, the more filled with LIGHT and joy your life will be. All living things yearn for love, 

everything alive blossoms when love strikes it, everything alive brightens up and shines when the 

love resting inside is awakened through love. – You now know that love is the key to paradise.  

 

18th of May 1965 
 

Everything that can consciously love is only capable of expressing love and everything else falls by 

the wayside. Love can only beget love and awaken love. Love burns everything that is not love. 

Love is life and a life that only consists of love is luminous and beautiful and capable of 

unimaginable unfoldment, because love burns everything that could possibly confront a perfect 

unfoldment. Therefore, try over again to awaken the love that rest within you and to make it glow.  

 

Be aware that those that radiate love should never see their love rays reflected by a specific person 

only, their love should flow over all life. They should love everyone and be automatically loved in 

return by all those that can feel their love and all those that they were able to awaken to also love, 

because they cannot only send love, but will also receive love in return, love they require to amplify 

their own ENERGY. But all personal desires must be excluded from this type of cosmic love, 

because they constrict and curb the ENERGY of their STREAMS.  

 

Never demand to be loved by another human being, but try to kindle love in everything living – in 

everything. GOD is love and the whole universe is preserved through love; when you consciously 

give love in your own way, you participate in the creative process and help to preserve all life, you 

are consciously aware that you are a part of GOD the ALMIGHTY and your life is like a glowing, 

life-giving, life-sustaining sun. Love, love, love and you will live a divine existence. 

 

* * * 

 

I will try to explain to you how one travels from planet to planet – to planets with human races that 

are one step ahead of you in regard to their insights. The way the development of conquering 

distances and the recognition of the utilisation of everywhere available STREAMS of ENERGY 

and conditions is propelled subsumable, visible and tangible by your five physical senses, is the way 

things are happening everywhere and a standstill is never and nowhere to be found. One invented a 

very simple system to fly blindly from A to B or from C to D. Instruments are simply given the co-

ordinates to the planet one intents to visit and after the gravity of the home planet is quickly left 



behind, the spaceship is automatically guided to the selected planet. Every planet affiliated with 

interplanetary traffic has its own receiver station that is accurately calibrated and therefore capable 

of attracting spaceships attuned to this station. This doesn’t happen at random, but according to 

exact plans, the way train, bus, ship and plane schedules work on Earth.  

 

Researching space travellers encounter considerable difficulties approaching a planet if it is not 

connected to this network, or even to land on it undamaged. Space travellers are human beings like 

you and not SPIRIT ENTITIES capable of doing everything because time and space no longer exist 

for them. Higher and much higher developed human beings do indeed have completely different 

opportunities than terrestrial mankind is familiar with, but we are dealing with human beings with 

physical bodies here and they are harder to transport than disembodied SPIRIT ENTITIES that can 

go anywhere they want to at the speed of their thoughts. But once a human race has comprehended 

certain insights, their development will proceed at pace, but what is extremely important is that this 

development does not run lopsided. Wisdom and technology must keep pace with one another and 

unforeseen expanses will be laid out in front of said human race. Things that only a few could 

foresee will become tangible and applicable, distances will be conquered, time will be lapsed, past 

and present will amalgamate within the eternal now, within the eternal consciousness of I AM.  

 

Human beings, as the highest form of existence, have been endowed with the ability to think. Do 

they utilise it! True life is eternal thinking, attempting to see and recognise why things are like this 

or like that. Why does this flower have the vibration that makes it appear white, why does that flower 

have the vibration that makes it appear red? What are the coherences between the organs of people 

that perceive things and the perceived forms of appearance of creation? To be able to think is 

wonderful! Therefore, do not expect your OLDER BROTHERS to tell you things that you should 

work out yourselves. How could we take away the pleasure that a true insight triggers in your hearts? 

You are allowed to convey your insights to your fellow men, but we may only do so to a certain 

degree; do therefore not expect us to do what you are capable of doing yourselves.   

 

Anyway, certain IMPULSES are given by COSMIC TEACHERS that circle around all planets 

within their vicinity. These IMPULSES are particularly powerful now, but they can only be 

absorbed by people that have learned to think independently. We are talking about IMPULSES that 

promote evolution and not about baser IMPULSES with a hemming effect, given by other FORCES.  

 

Train your thoughts! Separate yourselves from what the masses think. Look at everything with your 

INNER EYES and form your own images of things. Try to get behind things and not believe what 

others think about it. Think for yourselves and gain your independence through this. This 

independence, this being perfectly anchored INNER steadfastness, is something you will urgently 

need, because it is absolutely necessary for the coming times. It is the aim of the tests you will have 

to pass; it is part of man’s image who is lord over heaven and earth, who can hurry from planet to 

planet and to whom the wonders of creation will become recognisable in their radiant and eternally 

vibrating state with ever greater clarity and ampleness.  

 

10th of June 1965 – 8 pm 
 

The ones you call your “OLDER BROTHERS” have served a “DISH” of their own accord, one that 

the terrestrial people of the 20th century will find palatable, it can be easily eaten and digested and 

it effectuates a healthy body and soul. Partake of the dish they lovingly offer you and accept the 

words that are captured by those that caringly serve amongst you. To find revealed perfection is 

very rare in a still maturing human race. Therefore, do not ask too much of those that serve you here 

on Earth. They serve with you love, they absorb our words with love as best as they can and as best 



as they might understand us. Feel our love, feel their love – and everything will be alright.  

 

Take notice of the fact that you should pair your knowledge with your wisdom and not force your 

fellow men to revere and respect your person, because when you self-congratulatory spread your 

wisdom in order to be adored, your remuneration will be zilch because you raise feelings in your 

fellow men that are non-promoting but inhibiting instead. Truly wise people are very humble and 

only divulge their wisdom in order to help, to enlighten and lighten people’s burden. They always 

sense what has to be done, they remain silent when monologues are inappropriate and talk when the 

things they say bring blessings and harmony wherever they are heard, so that it will be stimulating 

and invigorating like a warm summer rain.  

 

* * * 

 

Something is ousted from you when you breathe in. Something forces its way in when you breathe 

out. The purer your temple, the more COSMIC ENERGIES can penetrate and the more consciously 

you observe and later guide the process that maintains and makes life possible in the form that you 

exist in, the better the chance for you to become a SOURCE of ENERGY yourselves. Because when 

you are a pure temple, only love, harmony and joy can escape from you when you breathe in. And 

when you can knowingly guide these STREAMS, you turn into a CREATIVE FOUNTAIN, a 

POWER GENERATOR that can do and produce unforeseen things. – Think about this and try to 

live consciously, because to realise and to do so is the meaning of “embodied human being”.  

 

We are talking about spiritual BREATHING here and it naturally happens in conjunction with 

physical breathing, but it has nothing to do with profane air, with things that can happen to the air 

that you call polluted. Everything is pure to the pure!  

 

Most terrestrial masters will not tell you these things and you must guess the meaning of my words, 

because there are no terrestrial words that can convey this. Feel the coming and going of the 

STREAMS and use them to be a blessing for all and above all, everything that carries life.  

 

* * * 

 

You are on Earth and you wanted to come to Earth for a terrestrial life and this is why a certain 

conscious connectiveness with your home planet is required. But all COSMIC BEINGS strive to 

dissolve this adhesion during their incarnation, whilst they sense an affiliation with the vastness of 

space, whilst they sense that they are DIVINE UNIVERSAL BEINGS that would like to extricate 

themselves from their self-selected enforcement. This stress brings great adversity and distress to 

the ignorant. The willing endurance of the Earth’s gravitational pull is an exercise and it leads 

towards the perfection of the revelation called “Man”. – It is therefore not necessary for the 

knowledgeable to do these exercises that are supposed to give the body cosmic lightness, because 

human beings are not the body, it is only an instrument of spiritual MAN and created in such a 

fashion that the SPIRIT can reveal itself through it in an unimaginable manifoldness, beauty and 

abundance. True human beings are perfect COSMIC BEINGS that can use their bodies as an 

expression of the SPIRITUAL in a visible form. Human beings in themselves are always the same 

divine IDEA that knowingly rest within revealed human beings. To the degree the INNER being is 

awakened, he or she will also reveal their external perfection and power.   

 

* * * 

 

Never leave the things you can attend to yourselves to your fellow men. You have the POWER and 



the MIGHT to do everything that has to be done. When everybody attends to their own affairs with 

joy, peace and joy will reign; but when everyone demands that others do the things they should do 

themselves but do not want to do, quarrels, conflicts and unrest ensue. But you should always be an 

archetype for your fellow men, you should therefore avoid burdening and annoying them. Therefore, 

do not demand anything from your environment but that you may love it. You can do everything 

from within you, because you have the POWER to do so. – Always remember this!  

 

Once again: Let us recapitulate with great clarity that it is within the plan of certain ENTITIES to 

sow great confusion amongst those that strive and they try to carry this out with great intelligence 

and shrewdness. Those that serve and strive are the targets and one tries to deviate them from their 

path. One tries to sow disunity and discord amongst them so that the great POWER they developed 

is dispersed. Therefore, be steadfast WITHIN and walk the path of love and service in a straight 

line. Live from WITHIN your HEARTS, there where GOD prevails and lives. Know this and you 

will withstand the onslaught and follow your path. Do not condemn those that stumble and fall, help 

them regain their feet so that their own POWER does not fade away, see them strong and 

unperturbed, hold them up with love. This is what we request from you, what I request from you! 

 

14th of July 1965 
 

This concerns the hardly bearable vibration that suddenly attacks not only you, but a lot of other 

people also. All the people on your planet that can consciously absorb this radiation in their body 

without getting what you call “ill”, are guests on this planet and only sporadically incarnate on it. 

They bring inclinations and memories with them that makes it possible for them to ignore the 

constraint of terrestrial atoms. This radiation, as a temporary abrogation of the Earth’s gravity, 

makes one feel something that is akin to a seemingly unfounded feeling of joy. This state arises 

completely independent from events on Earth and day-to-day life, at any time and hour, whenever 

particularly powerful IMPULSES strike the Earth. The fact is that these IMPULSES strike the Earth 

more often now than before and they can be seen as the forerunners of a future FULL RADIATION.  

 

It is a given that when you feel this RADIATION, you should bear it relaxed and unprejudiced, but 

remain as still as possible, breathing deeply – better still: breathe the OM SOUND – to wait until 

the intensity of the ARADIATION begins to abate. This IRRADIATION is at the present still only 

in the form of short IMPULSES of lesser strength and can, as the RADIATION moves and spreads, 

strike your solar system at increasing intensity. – It does well to know about these things!   

 

People whose consciousness is extremely earthbound also feel this radiation, but rather disagreeably 

and the lower their consciousness, the less control they possess over their terrestrial garment, the 

more these people have to suffer from it. Unbearable headaches, sore limbs, heart complaints and a 

lot of other things arise, but also stress that causes confusion or an inner poisoning that appears as 

unknown skin diseases. These phenomena are however only very small beginnings of the future 

FULL RADIATION the solar system will eventually have to enter according to our calculations. 

What is however peculiar is that this RADIATION will partially neutralise the damage done through 

nuclear tests, but on the other hand severely agitate the Earth’s inner activity. You live in an 

interesting but also restless time and you should use what’s promoting things and assiduously try to 

neutralise the disagreeableness through working on your spiritual EGO.  

 

21st of July 1965 – 8:30 am 
 

Every physical planet or orb is animated, is somehow material. SPIRIT ENTITIES do not 

exclusively need a physical globe as a home because they are not embodied, ergo do not live 



physically, but can certainly act in a physical world. But everything is inhabited by disembodied 

BEINGS and ENTITIES. They know neither space nor time and it is possible for them to exist 

everywhere. – But higher BEINGS and ENTITIES specialise their activity, they allocate their 

CREATIVE POWERS to specific stars or star clusters and they immerse their being utterly and 

completely in these regions.  

 

Every step on the PATH of COGNISANCE makes you see things differently from before and the 

further you go, the closer you get to seeing the true vision of things, the better you will control your 

environment, the more active you can be within creation. But do not turn around, do not take one 

step back, but leave old opinions and lifestyle habits behind.  

 

One moment you strive for freedom and the next moment you would like more EXPERIENCED 

ENTITIES to save you from the things that actually serve to make this freedom possible. We have 

often told you that the way you could put a tribesman into a luxury villa equipped with all the latest 

mod-cons, we could create conditions on Earth that would be comparable to this example. But you 

would feel rather miserable and abandoned. Where would your joy of awakening, your joy of seeing 

progress and your joy of being allowed to recognise things be, if we were to influence your thoughts 

by using force and our superiority? Where would what you call “man’s free will” end up? You are 

certainly not free in the way that you imagine it. All of us are not as free as the CREATIVE 

POWERS, and they in turn are not freedom in itself, only GOD alone is free!  

 

23rd of July 1965 – 2 pm 
 

The more, the further and more concentrated you immerse yourselves within and remain there, the 

brighter and wider your vistas, the further your horizons and the calmer your minds. You will then 

feel as a part of the cosmoses and your home planet will no longer feel like a prison to you. You 

will then be aware that this planet is your home for but a fleeting moment and that your true home 

is in the SPIRITUAL, in the UNIVERSAL. You feel the swinging and singing of the CREATIVE 

BREATH and everything that seemed heavy and encumbering to you will lift from you. Your 

INNER EYES awaken and you SEE everything as it is, without the veil that covered your eyes. 

Your petty day-to day worries disappear, your outlook grows clearer and purer and everything 

around you looks different from before and changes over again. Your mind will open in regard to 

events in both worlds you are inhabitants in. Quarrels and conflicts, envy and avarice disappear and 

will no longer be a part of you.  

 

But guard against losing your connection to your planet, against losing your footing. Do not strive 

to hear nothing, to see nothing and to say nothing, because you are in this terrestrial body at this 

time to specifically hear, to see and the talk, but know how, what and where to hear, what to see and 

what you say. You are not here to escape the Earth prematurely and to relinquish your affiliation 

with the Earth, you are here to understand her and to reveal yourselves in a terrestrial garment. – 

Understand me!  

 

24th of July 1965 - 8 am 
 

If JESUS, the greatest UNIVERSAL TEACHER the Earth ever saw in a terrestrial garment, would 

stand in front of you, HE would say: 

 

“What’s the use of exercises, reading books, learning sayings and cramming yourselves 

full of highfalutin knowledge – and still fail in your everyday lives? You quarrel and 

fight with your neighbour, you envy those near you for their possessions and you only 



think of yourselves. You cheat those near you of your love!” 

 

Apply your knowledge in your day-to-day affairs every second of the day, this is what you received 

it for! Constantly endeavour to have a simple, loving nature from within your HEARTS. Live from 

within yourselves as RADIANT ONES! Live from within yourselves as LOVING ONES! Live 

from within yourselves as helpers¸ as GOD’S CHILDREN! I say this to you with love so that you 

may heed it. – You can do it!  

 

27th of July 1965 – 6 pm 
 

It isn’t only the results of nuclear tests that are partially abrogated by cosmic radiation within the 

perimeter of the Earth, cosmic radiation has recently arrived that can no longer be parried by the 

Earth and it makes people tired and despondent. Now begins the time on planet Earth, and this with 

great speed, where mankind begins to conquer time and space. The coherences between the natural 

and the SUPERNATURAL begin to enter people’s consciousness to an ever-higher degree and 

things that initially seemed inexplicable will become explicable. People begin to become aware of 

their NON-PHYSICAL ORGANS and they find ever more things whose application lead to solving 

the enigma called human being and the enigma of all life in general. One will ever more clearly 

recognise that everything is alive, even the things considered “dead material”, and that one is only 

dealing with various states of existences, that all substances contain life as it were. Everything is 

subjected to eternal change and nothing can get lost or die.  

 

Do not fear the catastrophes that could affect your Earth. If catastrophes do appear, they solely come 

from you and exactly the way you cause them, you can also avoid them.  

 

Every planet lives its own life and is naturally subjected to lots and constant transformations just 

like all living creatures. But when a planet accommodates a human race, its expression of life is 

influenced by sentient beings called “Man” the way human beings are influenced by it in return. 

An inseparable cohabiting relationship between the planet and the being called “Man” developed 

so that interactions between them had to develop. The gift of being able to think makes human 

beings superior to the planet and they do have the power to form and to configure the planet; they 

could create a paradise here if they were to apply the DIVINE WISDOM inherent within them.  

 

“Be fruitful and fill the Earth and subdue it!” These words are recorded in the Holy Scripts, they 

mean what they say and should be understood these days. Not to senselessly destroy and interfere 

with the Earth, no, but to express GOD’S creative WILL found in the mind of man, to protect the 

Earth’s beauty and ampleness with wisdom, love and gratefulness, to learn to correctly understand 

and correctly recognise what she can give you, learn to recognise what human beings may not do or 

take  in order to not interfere with the Earth’s life, ergo even destroy it. This is something the people 

on Earth have to decide themselves. We can and may only remind you, because we may not 

forcefully influence the thoughts of terrestrial human beings, this is a LAW that we do respect.  

 

But be aware that not all the inhabitants of other worlds do so. They delight in carrying out 

experiments, roughly the way you do with hypnosis to the amusement of others. Many an offence 

takes place for various inexplicable reasons. Do you not, once in a while, tread senselessly on an ant 

hill that has been artfully constructed? Do you not often senselessly kill a beetle or a moth that has 

done nothing to you? Do you not undertake experiments with harmless animals that are innocent 

and cannot defend themselves? What do you think about when you kill animals in order to take 

possession of their pelts for reasons of profit or vanity? Other BEINGS also exist that take great 

pleasure in taking possession of your souls, take pleasure in influencing your thoughts so that 



something is created they can exist from.      

 

If animals would recognise a danger, they would avoid it. Human beings that are aware of a danger 

should also do this and they can, once they have achieved a certain LEVEL of CONSCIOUSNESS, 

they are then SPIRITUALLY unassailable. You can protect your bodies only to a limited degree, 

they represent garments that are subject to decay. But you remain with the CREATOR of all things.  

 

11th of August 1965 
 

All the things the HUMAN SPIRIT is capable of thinking of is possible – and a lot more. Have your 

toes ever seen your heart? They are a part of your own body and only you know that this is so. 

Everything in your body is impelled by one FORCE and none of the individual parts know the other 

parts, but one part lives and weaves with the others, of the others and through the others. – Think 

about this!  

 

16th of August 1965 
 

Know that we now have good RECEIVERS that are predestined in regard to scientific insights of 

an eminent nature and technological findings and they will astonish terrestrial mankind. Leave these 

fields of knowledge to those that are designated for them, they usually come from other systems and 

they are employed here on Earth to drive evolution forward.  

 

The DECEASED, that is to say, human beings within their period of development that absolve their 

life without a body, but are aware of what a physical existence is, would like to make themselves 

known if they left something unfinished during their past physical existence, so others can complete 

their task. Above all, we are dealing with domineering and greedy deceased human beings that would 

like to keep domineering and directing. They try all the tricks in the book to make themselves 

noticeable. The wise, kind and gentle do however remain silent. But all terrestrial beings that allow 

themselves to be used as speakers of the DEPARTED will have some of their LIFE FORCE 

extracted through these machinations, because this process is designed to accomplish this. It is also 

very difficult to establish what kind of ENTITY expresses itself through a medium.  

 

But the instructions given by the OLDER BROTHERS and other eminent SPIRIT ENTITIES do 

not sap any LIFE FORCE from the receiver, on the contrary, the POWER, love and receptivity of 

the serving considerably amplifies when instructions are heard, seen and received with awe and 

humility. Their whole being constantly changes and their work is blessed.  

 

17th of August 1965 – 9 am 
 

You are always beautiful, you are always good and you are always young when you allow the things 

the CREATOR placed in your HEARTS to EMMANATE lovingly over all life. – Think about this! 

 

19th of August 1965 – 7:10 am 
 

Know that there are a lot of people that occupy lots of LEVELS of CONSCIOUSNESS and they 

are being touched by another timbre. We would like to make the things that are INSIDE of human 

beings sing, ring and resonate so that all human beings begin to comprehend the meaning of life and 

why, what for and whereby they live, think and act. We want to awaken all and sundry and we want 

to help, but not every word is suitable for everyone. Therefore, do not ask a lot of questions, help, 

help us and help your peers without thinking about yourselves. This is your assignment and you 



cannot avoid it for as long as you have this Earth under your feet, everything else is immaterial. 

And love all those that try to hinder you, love, love, love them until they no longer interfere with 

your work, even if they do not understand you.  

 

We help you and we give you the thoughts about how you can disseminate the joy, harmony and 

clear love of our words across the world. We form and prepare everything, but you must do it! The 

people that share your work and your love in a serving and selfless way participate in this without 

you having to give it one thought. Do not allow yourselves to be deterred by anything and anyone 

who wants to interrupt our work and do not allow yourselves to be enticed to spend your POWER 

and your love on other things. One cannot serve two masters and you must remain true to your first 

love.  

 

Remain true and devoted to your work and do not allow anything to influence you. Do not deal with 

things that do indeed exist, but are of a hostile and ungodly nature. Your task is to make GOD visible 

to people, to praise the CREATOR through your servile love and to produce joy, love and harmony 

everywhere you’re able to bring our words. It matters not whether you have to do this on your own 

or whether true, selfless love-servants stand by your side. Purity attracts purity, love attracts love, 

joy attracts joy and the purer, the more joyful, the more love-servile you become, the purer and 

selfless will the people be that you attract and enlist in the great work that we have imposed on you.  

 

The possibility to recognise things to an ever higher degree exists, namely that the Earth is only a 

short term residence for your true being and existence. Once this insight is gained by lots of human 

children and once it begins to spread, the power of materialism will have been broken and people’s 

approach to life will generally change. People will then know that they do not have a permanent 

place here on Earth and they will no longer engage their hearts in things that are only here to serve 

them. Human hearts will begin to yearn for things of an eternal nature and they will strive to absorb 

as much as possible from the greatness, beauty and love of what you call GOD. This attitude towards 

life makes human beings unattached, free, happy, radiant and creative. This knowledge gives them 

power over the TREASURE they all possess deep on their HEARTS and they should live, weave 

and strive to dig it up.  

 

* * * 

 

The things that are possible in the ASTRAL BODY, outside of the terrestrial body, surpass all of 

your present imaginations. All human beings have to opportunity to leave the physical abode at will 

and then return again. Every incarnated being on Earth also has the opportunity to alight on other 

planets, in and outside their bodies. People living at this point in time will be able to visit other 

worlds with the terrestrial bodies – as in the past – to live there or to return back to Earth. Terrestrial 

human beings will now quickly learn to move out into the cosmos and this will make them realise 

that they are COSMIC BEINGS.  

 

You must naturally forgive all those that confuse their ASTRAL ADVENTURES with real physical 

events. They are not liars or beguilers. They are the pioneers of the New Age, they already 

experience ASTRAL things, something that can be physically experienced later. They find 

themselves in an intermediate state, something that represents a precursor of the cosmic-conscious 

human thought processes. We are aware that ASYTRAL EXPERIENCES can be so powerful that 

those that experience them find it no longer possible to distinguish them from pure, vital 

experiences, exactly the way prophetic dreams exist that people incorporate into their consciousness 

as real experiences. There are in fact no boundaries between one’s vital life and ASTRAL LIFE and 

all HIGHER PLANES, because all of them are part and parcel of the human existence and because 



all human beings are, or can be, at home on all levels. Human beings are components of the cosmos.  

 

* * * 

 

Only one POWER, a UNIVERSAL POWER exists and it is everything. The HIGHEST 

INTELLIGENCE sends FLUID STREAMS that maintain everything that wants to become visible, 

they PERMIATE and maintain everything INVISIBLE and visible. THEY are everything and 

nothing exists beside them. THEY represent unimaginable possibilities on all levels of revelations, 

in all aspects.  

 

As this knowledge is contained within the STREAM of LIFE, every sentient creature yearns for a 

GOD that it can imagine. But as GOD is inconceivable in regards to human thought processes, 

people create an image of GOD in their own image. This image is then transferred to the spirit 

ENTITIES that are prepared to serve, they are completely neutral, neither good nor evil. GOD is 

INSIDE human beings and human beings can reveal many of HIS ASPECTS. But as people usually 

look for GOD outside of their own selves, they call for HIM outside of themselves, but they touch 

something INSIDES themselves in the process so that something there begins to stir and produce 

STREAMS that sustain life.  

 

ENTITIES that exist in the vicinity of all planets and suns reflect the pious thoughts directed at 

GOD and radiate them back to the planet they came from, they therefore neutralise everything 

around the planet to the degree of strength the STREAMS from human HEARTS possess. To call 

on GOD is therefore a good thing, because it means that you recognise HIM INSIDE of you, and to 

imagine HIM as a personal GOD in order to gain a true insight is not a sin. Only the GOD inside of 

us is approachable and the eminent MASTERS of LIGHT, love and harmony we are familiar with, 

the greatest amongst them for us is JESUS of NAZARETH. 

 

With love 

Your OLDER BROTHERS   

 

 


